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y I I  Electromagnetic Radiation off Colliding 
Hadron Systems: Dileptons and 
Bremsstrahlung" 
Editors: 
Eckart Grosse, Burkhard KGmpfer 
Mini-Workshop 
"Electromagnetic Radiation off Colliding Hadron Systems: 
Dilept ons and BremsstrahIung" 
Since several years various groups of the Institute of Nuclear und Hadron Physics at  
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf (FZR) are involved in medium energy physics projects 
where electromagnetic signals play a role: 
(i) pp bremsstrahlung experiments at  COSY-ToF have been proposed by a group from 
Dresden with FZR participation, and a large part of the ToF detector system has been 
built in Rossendorf. 
(ii) The FZR is presently building one of the large wire chamber planes for the HADES 
detector at GSI and is also actively taking part in the HADES commissioning. 
(iii) The theory group here at  Rossendorf is working in the field of dilepton production 
and other electromagnetic processes. 
To discuss the research in these fields with colleagues from other places and to  co- 
ordinate the efforts this mini-workshop was organized. The idea was to discuss the 
results of the experiments at  different accelerators, the status of the calculations and 
the plans for future investigations. Besides bremsstrahlung special emphasis will be on 
dielectron production; other processes with electromagnetic signals (like vector-meson 
production) have also been discussed. 
E. Grosse B. Kämpfer 
Electromagnetic Radiation off Colliding Hadron Systems: 
Dileptons & Bremsstrahlung 
Miniworkshop at  the 
Forschungszentrum Rossendorf near Dresden, 
Institute of Nuclear and Hadron Physics 
April 16 - 17,1999 
Lecture Hall (Kleiner Hörsaal im Haus 120) 
Programme 
Thursday, ApriI 15: Arrival 
Friday, April 16 : 
9.00 a. m. E. Grosse (Rossendorf): 
U. Mosel (Giessen): 
J. Bacelar (Groningen): 
chairman: E. Grosse 
Opening 
Hadrons in medium - overlook and perspective 
Virtual bremsstrahlung experiments in few-body 
Systems at KVI 
Break 
chairman: H. Freiesleben 
1 1.15 a.m. J. Ritman (Giessen): 
V. Hejny (Jülich): 
Lunch 
(Canteen) 
0. Scholten (Groningen): 
C. Fuchs (Tübingen): 
N. Kalantar (Groningen): 
Rho, Omega, phi production in pp reactions near 
threshold 
Photoproduction of light mesons - results from 
TAPS at MAMI 
chairman: B. Kämpfer 
pp bremsstrahlung: t h e q  & polanzation effecrs 
Background contnbutions to dilepton spectra in 
pp collisions 
Bremsstrahlung experiments at KVI 
Break 













1 .OO p.m. 
Departure 
J. Wambach (Dannstadt): 
G. Wolf (Budapest) 
M. Krivoruchenko 
(Tübingen) : 
F. Dohrmann (Rossendorf): 
P. Tlusty (Rez): 
R. Holzmann (GSI): 
R. Schicker (GSI): 
W. Koenig (GSI): 
chairman: K. Möller 
NN bremsstrahlung and Compton scattenng - 
examples of the impossibility of measuring 
off-shell effects 
Bremsstrahlung experiments at CELSIUS 
Bremsstrahlung experiments at COSYIToF 
chairman: J. Friese , 
Dileptons and chiral syrnrnetry restoration 
Describing the in-medium rho & Omega 
chairman: J. Stroth 
Deacay rates for dilepton production in HICs 
The HADES project 
Status of the HADES - TOF 
chairrnan: P. Senger 
First experiments with HADES: ef e- 
production in pp and AA collisions 
Dalitz decay measurements with HADES 
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Hadrons in medium - overlook and perspective 
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QCD Sum Rules give only wide constraints 
for in-mediuni properties o f  hadrons -+ 
Original expectation of QCD mandated 
lowering o f  imass too naive. 
All realistic hadronic models give signif- 
icant broadening up t o  dissolution o f  p 
meson. Mass shift nieaningless. 
Transverse and longitudinal p spectral func- 
tions differ significantly. -+ Check in po- 
larization measurements. 
In-niediutii changes of  p also affect nu- 
d e m  resonarice widths + p hotoa bsorp- 
t ion Cross section. 

J. Bacelar: 








o Calculation by A. Korchin, 0. Scholten and D. van 
Neck 
. Wave function 3 ~ e  with Argonne V18 
. Contact term =+ Current conservation 
Experimental setup 
IA 
J. G. Messchendorp 
L - - - - - - - W _ - - -  - 1 
190 MeV polarized proton beam, LH2/LDp 




p + p - - + p + p + e + e -  
- First experiment success: CVT , I t vL ,  
WTT, I,IrT L ,  WGL obtained 
- Exp. Plastic Ball 1999. 
P + P - ' P + P + ~ + ~  
- First experimental results 
- Interferometer methods, virtual n0 
with Plastic Ball 
p + d - i 3  H e + e + e -  
- Real and virtual capture measured 
- Model calc. explain data 
- High accuracy with Plastic Ball 

J. Ritrnan: 
Meson production experiments in pp reactions with the DISTO 
spectrometer 
James Ritrnan 11. Phys. Inst. Giessen 
Meson Production Experiments in pp 
Reactions with the DISTO Spectrometer 
- DlSTO Spectrometer 
- $161 Production: ßesults at 2.85 GeV 
- Total K - ~ r o s s  ection 
- p Meson Production 
- q-q' and the % ( I )  Anomaly in QCD 
- Summary and Outlook 
DISTO Spectrometer 
1 
0 500 0 500 
Ilharenknw l inht la r r 1 
Experimental Method 
- 4 Charged Particles in Final State 
Momentum determination via tracking in dipole B-field 
Particle Iden tification with : 
Water Cherenkov detectors 
Plastic Hodoscopes 
- Kinematically complete/overdetermined measuremen t 
PP -> PP$-> PPK+ K- (BR = 50%) 
Missing Mass (pp) = In variant Mass (KK) 
Missing Mass (pp) = Massa 
Missing Mass (pp8 n- ) = Mass,o 
(zo-> yy) (BR = 89% *99%) 
Strong deviation from OZI by 
up to Factor 100 for @Y S- Wave component dominant 
O ap 
PP 
A pp in flighl 
0 pp at rest, py/wy 
CI pn at rest. prr-/ur 
D pp at rest. pn4/on 
A np. prr'/ws' 
ness in the Nucleon 
and the OZI rule 
OZI rule: Diagrams with disconnected quark lines 
are strongly suppressed 
Near Threshold pp ßeactions 
$ / Production Ratio is OZI suppressed 
Near Threshold (large S-wave contribution) 
DlSTO Collaboration 
(Dubna, Indiana, Saclay, Torino, Cracow, Giessen, GSI, FFM) 
pp reactions at 83 MeV above threshold 
(lowest previously 1730 MeV) 
D ~ " ' ~ i i ' l ~ i i i i i i i r ~ ~  
0 0.75 0.5 0.75 1 
'2-Body Missing MCISS~ [G~V ' I  
OZI Violation ? 
Dramatic in pp annihilation: 
s s  in the nucleon ? 
or 2-step processes ? 
U, d 
figure by V. E. Markushin 
non- Dramatic: 
pp high energies (factor 3-6) 
figure by A.I. Titov et al. 
pp 10 W energies (factor - 12) 
2-step processes ? 
$ / w - Ratio (Phys ßev Lett 81, 4572 (1998)) 
Ph. D. Thesis, A. Brenschede Giessen 1997 
C3 I I I l i l f ,  1  1 1  1 1 1 1 1  




-N - F 1- Factor 12 enhancement to OZl 
,I 
0 - I 
.- 
- similar to higher energy pp- 
1- data 




-- Sibertsev et al.: 
reasonable description 
- Sibirtsev et al. (FSI) - with OME-Model 
. .. . . ..., OZI ' phase space 




Arenton et al.: PRD 25 (82) 2241 
-1 
10 1 1 1 1  I 1  , 1  1 1 1 1  I I ,  1 1 1 ( (  Baldi et al.: PLB68 (77) 
10 -' 
Blobel et al.: PLB59 (75) 
1 10 S.V.Go1ovkin et al., ZPA359 (97) 
4s - 2.9 lGeVl Theory: 
$, o Absolute Cross Section Ratio 
Preliminarv 
A.TTiov, B. Kämpfer h XShkfyar, PRC 5% 9B@ {99$ 
$/W- 0.1916 - 0.03 
$ / o - Angular Distributions 
lnclusive K- Production 
(No other channel A vailable) 
K+ K- Production in pp and H1 Reactionc 
A Nof Published KaoS, PRL 78,4007 (1997J 
0 -  0 B Dafa from ppK K Yn-2 N K - ~ O ~  sufficieni' 
C Sum of Some Exclusive Channeis Cassing etab, NPA 614,415 (1997) 
Structure of the q ' Meson 
By far heaviest member of PS nonet 
958 MeV » 135 MeV 
QCD fluctuations (&(I )  anomaly) allows 
q ' to gain mass from PS gluon states 
Wha t is gNNv, ? 
Coupling to baryon resonances? 
q' Production Cross Section 
Ph.D. Thesis, H-W Pfaff Giessen 1999 
P Moskal el ai (COSY 11) 
1 10 102 103 
4s - 2834 [MeV] 
VOLUME 8 1, NUMBER 2 1 P H Y S I C A L  R E V I E W  L E T T E R S  23 NOVEMBER 1998 
?Yf)A 
Production of q5 and w Mesons in Near-Thresholii pp Reactions 
F. ~a les t r a , "  Y. ~ e d f e r , ~  R. ~e r t i i i i ,~ - '  L. C. A. B r e i i s c l ~ e d e , ~ ~ ' ~ .  ~rochard , '  M. P. Bussa? V. ~ 1 1 a l ~ s h e v , '  
Seorilio ~ h o i , ~  M. Debowski," M. ~ z e n i i d z i c , ~  I. V. Faloinkin,' J.-Cl. F a i ~ r e , ~  L. ~ a v a , "  L. Ferrero," J. Foi ciaiz Y~' V. Frolov,' R. Garfagriiiii,' D. ~ i l l , ' ~  A. Grasso,' E. Gro~se, ' .~ S. Mciiiz,' V. V. Iv;iiiov,l W. W. Jacobs,- W. ~ ü l i i i , "  
A. Maggiora." M. Mriggiora,' A. ~a i i r i r a ,~ . "  D. Priiizicri," I-[.-W. Pl'ril'c G. ~ii.ngiiio,'' G. B. Poiitecoivo,' A. ~ o p o v . '  
J. Ritniaii,". ~alabura,". sengeq5 J. ~trotli,". Toscllo," S. E. ViCdor,2 aild G. ZOS~" 
(DISTO Collaboratioii) 
Tlie mtio of ilie exclusive production cross sectioiis foi 4 lind w mesoiis lias beeil ineasured ii i  
p p  reactioiis at Tbenaii = 2.85 GeV. Tlie observed 4 / w  ratio is (3.7 ? 0.7+:]:$) X I O - ~ .  After pliase 
space correctioris, lliis i'iilio is about a factor of I0 ciiliaiicetl sclativc io iiaivc pscdiciioiis brised ~ipoii lic 
Okubo-Zweig-Iizukii mlc, i i i  coiiiparisoii (o aii eiiliaricciiiciit by :I fiictos ol' -3 prcviotisly obsesvctl ai 
Iiiglier eiiergies. Tlie iiiodest iiicrease of tliis eiiliiiiiceiiieiit iieiir tlic prod~iclioii lireslioltl is coinptired to 
tlie inucli Iriigcr iiicrensc of ilie r , / w  ralio observecl i i i  speci[ic cliriiiiiels of jjp aiiiiiliilnlioii cxperiiiic~iis. 
rwn? I -onn7mmm~&im 
Summary & Outlook 
- First measorement of g meson near threshold in P? 
- $/W Ratio rises slightly at threshold 
- What is Strangeness content of protons? 
- Higher statjstics -> polarization observables ? 
- First measurement of inclusive K- yield 
- p Meson idenfifcation 
- 'NN Measwred with small FSl 
- 2.1 & 2.5 Ge V Data: w,q ' Excitation function 
V. Hejny: 
Photoproduction of light mesons - results from TAPS at MAMI 

Experimental Setup 
MAMI: High Quality cw-Beam 
E„„„ = 180 - 880 MeV 
Duty Factor = 100 % 
TAGGER: Tagged Photons 
AE = 2 MeV (at E = 880 MeV) 
$ !  U) Bremsspectrum . Coincidence 
C 
0 
*., . 6 
C .  
n. + ,  . , . , . , 
200 400 600 800 Ey 
TAPS setup 
detector setup: 














piastic scintillator photornultiplier 




,Ingut:, processes p(y,q)p, n(y,q)n 
fermi motion 
q,  N* propagation in nuclei 
Pauli blocking of final states 
collision broadening 
-., R.C. Carrasco (Valencia) - A. Hombach et al. (Gießen) 
Phyc, Rev. C 48 (I 993) Z. Phys. A (1995) 
q mean free path q,N* propagation as in 
Monte Carlo heavy ion collisions 
xo productioln frsm p alnd d 
total cross section: XI 02 
- 
3 
sp C9 fermi 
momentum 
q: fermi motion dominant 
effect on d (and 4He) 2 2 
U 
a 
nO: additional 'deuteron 3 
effects' 
no theoretical 1 
description yet available 
200 400 600 800 
photon energy [MeV] 
Laget et al.: 
- coherent 
.I I breakup without FSI 
8 8 8 8 1  breakup with pn-FSI 
- .....*- Kamalov et al. 
- Wilhelm et al. 
- Schmidt et al. 
photon energy [MeV] 
photon energy [MeV] 
10 10' 
atamic mass'number 4 P@W pion lab momentum [MeV] 
IIIi.DyuI standard BUl 
- A absorption from 
A-hole models 
- additional medium 
modification for 
p meson: 
1 7 0 12c(~P0)x 
4 Arends et al. 
mp J. =, T,,,,(O„,~ 
60 
i 6 Arends et al. 
0  
200 400 600 800 









Proton-Proton 1 %  0 &'AU 
Bremsstrahlung 
8 12 16 20 2 4 8  12 16 20 24 
4 b g l  02 ld%I 
SPA by Timmermans, Gibson and Liou 
Full calculation by K. Nakayama 
->W* - 3 Y Full calculation by Martinus et al. 
Full calculation by J. Eden e t  al. 
Data point: Rogers et al. PRC 22 2512 (1980) A-¿~&u/ I  cwm.&=& / 






















ornega ->piO e+e- 
ornega ->pi+pi-e+e- 
pp, 4.9 GeV 
- surn 
ornega ->e+e- 
ornega ->piO e+e- 
ornega ->pi+pi-e+e- 





Bremsstrahlung experiments at KVI 




Electramagnetic Radiation off Colliding 
Hadron Systems: 
Ililvptms & Bren~sst r a h l u g  
Dresden, Germany 
April 16, 1999 
Oiit l i i ~ c .  
- Nucleon-Nucleon Bremsstrahlung 
General rernarks 
Review of some experimental work on ppy 
ancl pdy at other laboratories 
- KVI experiments on pp and pd systems 
Detection system 
Preliminary bremsstrahlung results 
J.C.S. Bacelara, M.J. van Goethema, M.N. Harakeha, 
M. Hoefmana, H. Huismana, N. Kalantara, A. 
Kuglerc, H. Löhnera, J.G. Messchendorpa, R.W. 
OstendorP, S. Schadmanda, R. sirnonb, R. Turrisia, 
M. Volkertsa, V. Wagnerc, H.W. Wilschuta 
KVI, Groningen; GSI, Darmstadt; 




Available ppy  data (Modern): 
"* 'IXUJMF: coplanar, ~ m a l l 0 ~  
e liUC.P: integated, small Op 
but DIFFICULT to calculate 
Recent and  Proposed N N y  Experiments: 
o KVI: coplanar, non-coplanar, small8„ 
large Q p  and !Jr 
CELSIUS: - - _ _  4n detector, ring experiment 
COSY: 477- detector, high energies, low 
luminosi ty 
* LANSCE: n p y  measurement (n beam) 
IUCF: small 8„ C ring experiment 
RCNP: coplanar, large 8„ high energies 
- 
( KVI Experiments 
High precision absolute cross-section 
' 
measurements on ppy to conlpare to 
"complet e" calculations. 
I * Absolute cross-section measurements and channel selection of the pdy reactions. 
Use of polarized beam for high-precision 
measurements of the analyzing power of 
ppy and p'dy. 
I p-Nucleus bremsstrahlung measurements to look at A-dependence. I 0 ap-brewstrahlung measurement . I Note: All measurements i I . i1i.r. real aii, i 
virtual phot ons. 
All measurements are exclusive. 
All  n i o a s ~ ~ w n ~ e n t s  . . . i i ~ g ~ x d i ( ~ i ~ t  - !'I ,r  
reaction-mechanism i i  i I :  l i  s\ i ii lil . \- \.- 
ion co l l i s i i )~~~ .  

e Detection of liadrons 
Two wire chambers for tracking: 
- Wire spacing 2 mm 
- Cathode-Anode spacing 4 mm 
o Two stacks of Scintillators: 
- 24 thick elements for cxierg). 
- 26 thin elements for veto 
TAPS .\EI: I 1 , - < ~ I V  t i m ,  
Detection of pliotons 
0 N 400 crystals 
0 N 25% of 471- for BLOCK geometry 
0 N 20% of 47r for SUPERCLUSTEK. 
geometr y 
Schematic Top View of SALAD and TAPS 





I Reconstructed versus Measured Energies 
Preliminary Data: M. Volkerts 
- SPA Calculation for pn 




* New results emerging for crass sections 
and atmlyzirig pawers for pp and pd 
bremsstrahlung, improved in phase-space 
coverage as well as statistics; 
Spin observables are immune to large 
normalization uncert ainties; 
* Still disagreements between the most 
modern calculations and the data! 
ButIook. 
-- 
e Otlier regions of phase space are being 
analyzed for possible hints to theorists; 
Far the first time, large non-coplanar 
geometries wit h high accuracies have been 
measured yielding new observables; 
Study underway to measiire large proton 
angles moving towards SPA; 
0 47r detection for y* stindies. 
S. Scherer: 
NN bremsstrahlung and Compton scat tering 





Here: Complete cancellation o f  "off-shell" ef- 
fects and contact interactions 
In general: T w o  mechanisms are indistinguish- 
a ble 
Manifestation o f  the "equivalence theorem" o f  
field theory: 
Lagrangians which are related by field transfor- 
mations generate the Same on-shell S-matrix 
elements and thus the Same observables. 
Off-shell form functions not only model depen- 







Bremsstrahlung in pp collisions at 310 MeV 
Bremsstrahlung in pp Collisions at 310 MeV 
H. Calh, J. Dyring, K. Fransson, L. Gustafsson, S. Häggström, B. Höistad,& 
Johansson,T. Johansson, S. Kullander. A. MBrtsell, RJ,M.Y. Rubor, U. Schubcrth, J. 
Zlomanczuk 
Depariment of Radiation Sciences. Uppsala University, S-75121 Uppsala, Sweden 
K. Kilian. W. Oelen, V. Renken. 
MP. Forschungszentmrn JUlich GmbH. D-52425 JUlich, Gennany 
R. Bilger, W. Brodowski, H. Clcment, G.Kurz, GJ. Wagner 
Physikalisches Institut, Tübingen Universiiy 
B. Shwara, 
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics. Novosibirsk 630 090, Russia 
B. Morosov, A. Sukhanov, A.Zcrnov 
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Dubw lOIOOO Moscow, Russia 
A. Kupsc, P. Marciniewski, J. Stepaniak 
Institute for Nuciear Studies, PL-00681 Warsaw. Poland 
J. Zabierowski 
Institute for Nuclear Studies, PL-90137 L o h  Polond 
A. 'Iiimwiecki, Z Wilhelmi 






- 1 I_._ 
WASA-PROMICE experimental Set-up 
Range Hodosco~e 
plastic scintillator Material: 
Thickness: 44 cm (proton maximum energy - 280 MeV) 
AnguIar range: 4 - 21 deg 
AE-E plot obtained for the third layer of the FHD and the first layer 
of the FRH 
SCJM 9.14E-f-05 
Monte Carlo simulation of the pp+ppy reaction at 310 MeV 
V. Hemann, J. Speth and K. Nakayama, Phys. Rev. C43 (1991) 394. 
. . .The genearal feature of the angular distributions can be understood by examining the 
contribution arising from the extemal current (one-body current excluding the rescattering 
tenn).. . 
where W and 8 are the photon energy and angle in CMS, u and V' stand for the proton velocities 
in the pp CM Systems (before and after the scattering), d and g are constants and CL, is the proton 
magnetic moment. 
Since for the phase space d2c IdodS2 m.p'/p the event weight W given by the phase space 
Monte Carlo program has been replaced with: 
W' =w.w„ 
where 
W„= i i ~ . ( 8 / i s . d ~  + u4. sin22e).(i/~) + 
~ / m ~ . [ ( ~ - d ) ~ + 1 1 3 - ~ ~ ~ u "  + d2.u2. cos283-p2,.(l/m) . 
I Co~elatfon between proton angle and energy for pp+py+X at 310 MeV. Iilustration of 
the seiecdon of the pp+ppy reaction. 
o , MeV 
90 1 80 270 
LAB Photon Angle (deg) 


Layout of the WASA 4n-Detector 
E. Kuhlrnann: 



















I Medium ~ffecte-1 
sion: (low T, small p)  
'virtual Compton tensor' of the pion: 
similar expression for the nucleon 
'chiral reduction formalisrn': 
J.V. Steele et al. PRL (1996)' PRD (1997) 






- important constra.int of the model 
total y- absorption Cross section : 







I .  30% Central Pb(l58GeVlu)+Au 
30% Central Pb(l58GeV/u)+Au 
I " " " ' " '  ' I ' " J ' . . . l  
I '  
/ [\ 96 data 
I 
(U- 
0 3 $ 1oe7 
0 
0 
CERESlNA45: 30% Central Pb(l58GeV/u)+Au 
U ' . ' .  , " " i  1 ? 
30% Central Pb(l58GeV/u)+Au 
I ' ' s *  

Gy. Wolf: 




Figure 3: The condensate (qq)  as a function of density p and ternperature T (adapted 
jrom reh[l4/1. The density is given in units of nuclear matter density p. = 0.17 fm-3 

O-width from CON->KN 
J 
"-1 c o s  e* 1 
- 1  cos  ei 1 
c o s  e* 1 
Vir,. 3. Detailed differential cross sections in 20 hleV/c stcps for 8 intervals of P', starting at 
:;I! +(I < P *  < 60 nsing to (h) 180 <P* < 200 hleVlc. Any departures from isotrapy are dearly 
smp!! 
1-ble 1 
hoduction nossrectionsfor the maction C+ p - W + n 
-- --- 
P' sang Cocitiäents O<b/sr) II O/P' 
"1eVIc) -- ( I 4  (rb/hkVIc) 
Co Cl C2 
- - - -- - - - 
'4:- 60 15.7 t 1.4 2.2 L 2 4  2.6 t 3.3 197 t 18 3.C4 t 0.36 
an- 80 27.G t 2 0  -2.4 I 3.4 1 8 r 4.3 339 r 26 4 64 + 6.27 
30-100 45.0 t 3.1 1.4 I 4.7 -0.9 t 6 7 577 t 40 6 41 t 0.44 
1:10--120 65.7 i 3.9 -5.8 t 5.9 - 5 9 2  E0 830 t 50 7.55 t Cl 45 
120-140 86.0 t S.2 -20.4 t 8.2 6.4 t 11.3 l l l C t 7 1  8.COtOSS 
140-160 LW3 t 5.8 -13.5 t 9.1 -5.0 t 11.6 1350 t 80 9.00 t 0.53 
160-180 119.4 i 5.8 -14.9 t 9.1 -15.8 r 12 6 1510 t 74 8.88 t 0.44 







Decay rates for dilepton production in HICs 


Dilepton spectra measured by 
H CERES and HELIOS-3 Collaborations 
at CERN SPS (high energies) 
Agakicliiev et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 75 (1995) 1272; 
Drees, Niicl. Phys. AG10 (1996) 53Gc; 
LI. bIasera, K id .  Pllys. AS90 (1995) 93c. 
Experiments found a significant enhancement of tlie 
low-energy dilepton yield below the p anci W Peaks. 
Ciirrent theoretical models inter~ret liis bv the sce- - - 
nario of a significant -.. .-.,..- .. . ..--.-. reduciion -----.-. of khe g - 
.--.. -. . 
meson &s in dense rnediüiri. 
-<.___. < ,-- -----.. .. . . . _ 
Dilepton spectra obtained by tlie 
H DLS Collaboration at the BEVALAC 
(energies xound 1 A GeV) 
R.J. Porter et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 79 (1997) 1229 
cannot be-reproduced by present transport calcula- 
tions: There remains a discrepancy by a factor 2 to 3 
Cassing arid Bratkovskaya, Phys. Rep. 305 (1999) 65 
H HADES experiment at GSI; Gerinany 
MOTIVATION FOR OUR INVESTIGATIONS: 
To draw serious physical conclusions, One neecls 
to eliminate first possible triv- 
nat10ns like those connected to the existente ot the 
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The HADES projed 
The HA DES 
0 Motivation 
0 Concept and Status 
@ HADES in l999/ZOOO 
0 Summary 
Proiect 
Frank Dohrmann, FZ Rossendorf, Institut f. Kern- U. Hadronenphysik 
Electromagnetic Radiation off Colliding Hadron Systems: Dileptons & Bremsstrahlung 
Miniworkshop, Forschungszentrum Rossendorf, Dresden, April 16-1 7, 1999 
. . 
Institut fur Keni- und Hadronenphysik L%@ 
IiA1315S Collisions of Hadrom and Nuclei 
Production of Mesons at SIS Darmstadt 
t Kaons K+,K- (with strangeness) 
t Light vector mesons p, CO, $ (Decay -+ e'e- Dileptons) HADES 
I+ Modification of effective mass m* of mesons in nuclear matter ? 
I+ Hypofhesis: chiral symmetry is partially restored in hat and dense nuclear matter 
Important for description of nuclear matter under extreme conditions, i a .  
early universe, neutron Stars 
Institut für Kem- und Hadronenphysik 
Light Vector Mesons 
Meson 1 Mass (MeV) 1 Width (MeV) I ct(fm) 1 dom. Decay I e+e- BR 
Institut fiir Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
F.Dohrmann, FZRossenM 
Vector mesons 
in nuciear matter 
*Experiments with HADES at SlSIGSf 
Dilepton Spectra: Calculation by C. Ernst et al., Univ. Frankfurt a.M. 
l o o r  
lnstitur für Kern- und Wadronenphys% E32 
5 
a 
- sum free msses 
- som mod. masses 
i (P„ = 1.3 GeV) Pb 
Data by DLS collaboration 
Porter et al. PRL 79 (1 997)1229, 
Wilson et al. PRC 57(4) (1 998) 1865 
- Transport calculation (HSD model) 
Bratkovskaya, Ko, PL B445 (1 999) 265 
% most recent attempt to describe 
DLS data 
% underpredicts data by a factor of 
3 in the invariant mass region 
0.2 GeVIc* M, < 0.5 GeVlc* 
regardless of using bare meson 
masses or in-medium masses of 
mesons. 
% all earlier attempts failed as wen 
% Situation should be clarified by 
new data from HADES very soon 
Ca+Ca, 18 A GeV 
in-medium rnases 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0 3  0.5 0.6 0.7 0% 
M [ G ~ V / C ~  




Results of DLS Experiment 
I Unexplained high rates of 
Dielectrons in nuclear collisions 
I lncreased q strength would 
contradict TAPS results: 
s Dalitz decay of q meson 
cannot explain dielectrons 
rates as measured by DLS for 
invariant masses from 0.15 
M, JGeV < 0.55 
% New measuremenfs with 
HADES even wifh incomplete 
setup 
D U  data: Porter et ai. PRL 79{1997)XSS9, Wilson et al. PRC 57{4 I19981 1865 
- " 
inc~itut fiir Kem- und Htfadronenphysik 
Key Parameters of HADES 
Parameter (2.Generation) 
I Large acceptance for Lepton 
pairs zpair - 40 5% 
I Capable of high rates ( R - 1 O6 
s-I and high multiplicities 
I High resolution spectrometer 
I Resolution for reconstructed 
invariant masses comparable to 
width of free o meson 
(AMIM - 1 % (C)) 
I Signal to background S/B > 1 for 
invariant masses up to 
Mee - 1 GeVIc2 
N High granularity to study 
heaviest systems (U+U, 1 AGeV) 
institut fur Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
Fhhrmann, FZ Aossendori 




6 sectors form hexagonal pyramid 
I 2n in 4 
I 18" < 9 < 85O 
Dilepton Identification 
x RlCH 
I Radiator: C,F„ 
I Spherical VUV mirror 
I Photon detector: Cs1 photocathode 
* META 
I TOF Plastic scintillator wall 
I Lead shower detector 
Track Reconstruction 
x Superconducting Toroid (6 coils) 
I B,= 0.7 T, 
I Bp = 0.34Tm 
* MDC (Nlultiwire mift aamber) 
I Low Z of wire material (Ai) 
1 4 layers with high granularity, i.e. small drift cells 
(= I crn diameter). 
In total - 100.000 channefs 
e+e- ldentifica t im with RlC H 
Ring lmaging Cherenkov 
cos 8,= 11 ß.n(h) 
N=No.I„-1ly: ( I „=40crn)  
% No = 80-  150 cm-I 
Radiator (hadr. blind) 
3 - Y„, < Y, Y„ 
C,F„: y, =18.3 
AE = 350 MeVIevent (200 ch.p.) 
VUV mirror 
Poly-C substr. (2 rnrn) xlX 2% Al + 
MgF, coating R > 80% 
Photon detector (MWPC) 
Csl -  cath. 
CaF, window 
F.Dohr~nann. FZ Rossendorl 
Mirror Segments for RICH 
MDC Design Parameters 
-- - -  -- --P- 
A B C a 4 (-odeg) 
[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 
1 139.21 767.38 839.19 5 
11 205.00 905.00 1049.27 6; 
111 310.43 1804.80 2139.05 12 
IV 345.46 2224.05 2689.04 14 0.0 
right 
B left 
I 24 conceptually identical modules 
in 4 different geometries 5 (+20 deg) 3 (+O deg) 
I 6 drift cell layers 
I stereo angles + 40, - 20, + 0, - 0, + 20, - 40 deg 
I Maximum drift path: 5 up to 14 mm 
A I Cathode wires: 80 pm bare Aluminum 
I I Potential wires: 80 and 100 pm bare Aluminum 
t i . 2 ,  C *  I Sense wires: 20 pm Tungsten/Au 
d I Counting Gas: Heb-C,H„ 
C t * .  . C  
% Position resolution from prototype tests o - 80 pm :! 

e+e- Identification Sho wer- De tector 
HAi3IZS 
I E.m. shower-Detektor 
% 20 m2 
I Wire chambers 
% self quenching 
streamer mode 
% Signal not oc AE 
I Pad readout 
% Pad multiplicity before 
and after lead 
converter 
% ee+,e- identification 
Institut für Kern- und Hadronenphysik 
F.Dohrmann. FZ Roscendorf 
evt # 1349 
Pre-Shower Detector 
Pre l9 . ' ' - L . * . .  ;* 15 ' V  -- 'B 17 
Institut fur Kern. und Hadronenphysik 
F üohm~t i~~.  F2 Fiosssndai 
-
-- 
TOF particle velocity distribution 
/ 
: 0 L-. -_..-_iI-_>i-i>--~.i- L- 
\ 0.3 0.4 0 5  0.6 0.7 0.. < 
TOF particle velocity distribution for 
. 
cvents with correlrited ring 
for U + Pb IAGeV 
TOF & RICH track polar and azimuthal 
correlation 
- -  I 
_ _ _  /- --- . I 
Straight line trajectory and target 
emission assumed 
polar and azimuthal angular 





Experiments with HA DES 
Sirn.: Au + Au, E = 1 AGeV 2-3 P, 
High Multiplicity 
200 charged hadrons & 
20 photons (nO -decays) 
b high granularity 
b very good track 
reconstruction 
Suppression of 
hadr. & EM backgr. 
"hadron-blind" trigger 
'% "fast" RlCH 
b Z .: 10 material 





Summary and Outlook 
High resolution dilepton 
spectroscopy in 0.1- 2 
AGeV range is of 
hndamental interest 
New data with high 
resolution is expected to 
test DLS data . 
n,p, and A-beams 
available at GSI 
Experiments at 1 p, as well 
as2-3 p, possible 
HADES starts in 1999 with pp 
collisions 
- elastic scattering 
- dielectrons 
100 MeV/c2 < M„ < 500 MeV/c2 
q-Dalitz and A-Dalitz 
Full acceptance and high 
resolution will be reached 
1999/2000 
in 2000: invariant masses up to 
1 AGeV, C+C, Ca+Ca, Au+Au 
Institut fiir Kern- und Hadronenphysik F. Oohmiann. R iiossendaf [-fL4hl 
r$&& The HA D ES Collaboration 
HAIaIES 
Cf Bratislava (SAS, PI) 
Cf Catania (INFNILNS) 
D Clermont-Ferrand (Univ.) 
Cracow (Univ.) 
Darmstadt (GSI) 
n Dubna (LHEIJINR) 
D Frankfurt (Univ.) 
Giessen (Univ.) 
a Milano (INFN, Univ.) 
Moscow (ITEP,MEPhl) 
0 Munich W h .  Univ.) 
D NIcosia (Univ.) 
Ci Orsay ~PN, (Univ.1 
Rer (CAS, NPi) 
Rossendorf (n) 
Santiago de Cornposteia 
P. Tlust y: 
Status of the HADES-ToF 
TOF DETECTOR F O R  HADES 
Nuclear Physics Inst.itutc, of t,he Academy of Sciencrs of Czech Republic, 
~ e i ,  Czech Republic 
Specification of the TOF detector: 
trigger: 
- multiplicity of charged particles to select central 
collisions 
- velocity of particles to select di-lepton candi- 
dates 
anafysis: 
- velocity for electron identification 
- position for tracking 
- multiplicity for impact parameter determina- 
tion 
- other ? 
Inst.itise of Physics af the Slodk Academy o£ Scienc,es, Brat,islava 
INFN-LNS of the National Iilstit.irt.r? of Nuclear Physics,Catarii;i 
Gesselschaft fur Schwerione~nfcirschur~g , Dmustadt 
INFN-Uruve.rsitly M i l m ,  Mi1a.w 
Institute of Theoretical and Experime.ntal Physics, Moscow 
Nuclear Physics In~tit~ute of t*he Plcadeiuy of Sciences of C~?cll  Republic, 
~ . e  i 







D e c  q g  TOF-8-7-Tleft-TRight 1 Nent = 299 
Mean = 100.176 







Azirnuthal anisotropy of dileptons 
from Dalitz decay: 
Azimuthal anisotropy of combinatoriai 
background from n Dalitz decay: 

R. Holzrnann: 
Fist experiments with HADES: e+e- production in pp and AA 
collisions 
Dilcptons & Bremsstrahlung, Rosscndorf 1 
/ 
First Physics with HADES: 1 
e+e- Production in p+p, p+A and A+A I 
Romain Holzmann, GSI Darmstadt 
0 Status of HADES in 1999/2000 
1. 2 sectors only: reduced acceptance ! 
2. 3 MDC planes only: reduced resolution ! 
3. TOF not fully equipped: reduced miilti-hit capability ! 
4. 2" and 3rd level triggen not yet optirnized: 
reduced online selectivity ! 
Experimental program in 1999/2000: 
1. commissioning of the setup: p+p elastics, varioiis A+A 
2. disentangle e+e- cocktail: p+p and p+A 
3. check on DLS results: do light A+A systems 
4. See first signals of W and 4 in p+A and A+A 
R. Holzrnann, GSI Darmstadt April 14, 1999 
Results : 
4 Acc. > 10% 
4 no holes for: 
M,,,, > 0.2 GeVlc2 
Pt > 0.2 GeVIc 
4 0  fold improvement 
over DLS ! ! ! 
R.Holzmann, GSI Darmstadt 
Schicker et al., 
NIM A380 
* Results : 
% cutoff : P,+ > 0.1 GeV/c 
% flat : Mi„ > 0.6 GeV/c2 
.5 
Requirements 
% identification & 
momentum measurement 
0.1 Gevlc < p,+ < 1.5 GeVIc 
Simulated Momentum Resolution 
for 2,3,4 MDC planes HA 131 s .






J .? . .- 
a l p - separation 
with TOF 
At = 100 ps (o) 
for : 
Aplp - I % 
(4 MDC planes) 
Aplp - 3 '10 
(3 MDC planes) 
e+e- Yield from pp reactions 
itnr>i:s 
DLS p+p data 
 Data: 
W.K. Wilson et 





+ -  (Gev/c2) R.Holzmann, GSI Oarmstadt 
P P ' P P C e*-(~ ExcIusive q -Production C ? - , -  
L t-tbv in pp Reactions 
g(p*e-\ :- C-/G 
11 6 sectors, full resolution: 
pp Moss (G&) 
Missing-macs distrihution from pp 
riwrnenf uni tin;.i1ysi~ 
. . .  
.... 
102;; Zn0 '"'. . 
... 
. .  
..- .-. 
._. ----. 
. . .  




27i0 M, cut  
: .  
;,i . . „  .I .a .-.. . . . . .  
0.4 0.5 0.6 a.7 
e'e- Mass 
Expected di-electron spectra 
ti,r 4 days of beam ( I 0% protonsls-I 1 
2 seetors, 3 MDC planes only: 
C450;'' " '  
3 0 .  
0 7 11. 400 - Dalitz: 
pp Missing Mass (GeV/c2) e+e- Moss @=V) 
Missing mass distribution from pp Expected di-electron spectra 
momentum analysis for 4 days o f  heam ( 1 0 ~ r o t o n s l s -  '1 
- 1 
21' E D) -Y /- 1: DI -4; -. 7.. 
Ca+Ca, 1.0 A GeV Data: 
R.J. Porter et al„ 
PRL 79 (1 997) 1 229 
Lalculation: 
E.L. Bratkovskaya et 
NP A609 (1998) 168 
theor. distribution folded with exper. resolution (W - 10%) 
Data: 
R.J. Porter et al., 
PRL 79 (1 997) 1229 
Calculation: 
E.L. Bratkovskaya 
and C. M. Ko, 
PL B445 ( I  999) 265 
theor. distr. folded 
with experimental 
resolution 
(AMIM - 10%) 
R. Holzmann, GSI Damstadt 
L 
Iif. 
t i ,  
L 
0 - 0 .  
8 





(C. Ernst 1998) 
not folded with 
exp. resolution 
(AMM - 1%) 
Rates: 
acceptance of a 
2 sector setup 
Di-electms @ 2 AGeV IiAt>iE 
UrQMD 
calculation 
(C. Ernst 1998) 
not folded with 
experimental 
resolution 
C O .  
A First Physics Program @&\ 
I1 A l X E S  
Properties of vector mesons in the medium 
A list of topics for 1999/2000 : 
Cocktail of free mesons 
b q and A production in p + p and p + A 
Di-electron enhancement (DLS !) in H1 collisions 
for 200 MeV/c2 < Mi„ 600 MeV/c2 
C + C, ~a + ~ a ,  (AU + AU) 
Hunting for vector mesons in nuclei 
b o and $ production in p + A and A + A 
R.Holzmann, GSI Darmstadt 
B. Schicker: 
Dalitz decay measurements with HADES 

- C!&% 
- - -  Q E D  
Fio. 1.3. Pion form faclor in thc space-like region with q2<O from Amendolia er 
d (1984o,b). Ih cnrapolation to the time-likc region U s h o m  to t b  right. The 
CUNC U obtiined wilh ui improved p mwon domliaoc fit (Brom erd. 1986). 
- f o r m  fader q 2 i 0  
Fio. 1.5. Pion form fxtor in the time-likc region. The esxpcrimcnlal data are 
trkcn from Chrenzcr ct d (1978) and Amendolia ct d. (19%~). Thc c u ~ c  is 
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W meson spectroscopy at HADES in T A  reactions 

Restoration of chiral symmetry 
Brown, Rho: 
shift af tlie 
VeCtOr meson mass 
Candidates 
;ed Meson Productiion 




creation of w 
- .  W .  
Spatial -8 . , ,  , , , , . ,  . . , . . , . .  . , , , , , , , , , , , , , j 
& 
distribution -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 kam-axis [fm] 
of ~ n )  creation 
and decay decay of CO 
-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 
bearn-axis [fm] 
In medium particle width: 
total decay width: 
free decay 
a elastic and inelastic scattering 
a decay of the systen: particle in medium 
(finite size effect) f - 5 0 Y 
Decay probability depends on density. 
3 No exponen6ai decay nor lorentzian mass distribution 
Elastic scattering requires quantum mechanical calculation: 
Add amplitudes. 
It is not allowed to deduces lifetimes or width's from 
elastic scattering Cross sections. (see Hydrogen atom) 


HADES Experiment - 10 day s Background contributions 
(combinatorial background) 
e + e -  combinations from different T? 






in 1 week 
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n-and o yields versus n- momentum 
---- - I 

